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Elementary prediction of the Electro-weak Standard

Model: Coulomb or Rutherford scattering with ‘weak

charges’

But after 40 years still not observed in the lab.

———————————-

Coherence: Add amplitudes before squaring

Find fA
∼ N − Z(1− 4sin2θW ).

So with sin2θW ≈ 1/4

Nuclear elastic scattering amplitude fA
∼ N

σelastic
∼ N2



Astrophysics

Core collapse Super Novas

‘de-leptonization’ e−p → nν

ν trapping in collapse phase:

ν’s do not stream out immediately

Big cross section of ν +Fe → ν +Fe leads to forma-

tion of ‘neutrinosphere ‘.

Energetics, time scale, of SN 1987a in terms

of observed neutrinos at earth seems to be roughly

OK

Would be quite different if ν’s escaped immediately



Flavor independence

Coherent scattering is via Zo exchange and the weak

doublets (e, νe), (µ, νµ), (τ, ντ) all look the same to

the Zo

Expect σ(νe), σ(νµ), σ(ντ) 1:1:1 for coherent scatter-

ing. Would be quite interesting if strongly violated.

Interesting for theory and for

ν oscillation effects in matter

MSW, earth oscillations, depend on flavor depen-

dence of the ν index of refraction n(νe)−n(νmu), ....

At present this variation is believed to be only due

to the electrons in matter (W exchange possible).

n = 1 + ρ2π
p2 fo

Presently believed coherence means

fo
A ∼ N , same for all ν flavors. So cancels in oscil-

lation effects. But if a significant flavor dependence

of coherent fo
A, would be important for ν oscillation

effects in matter.

Tests of flavor independence interesting



Of course expect

Small, –percent level– radiative corrections in SM,

flavor independence no longer true.

σ(ve) : σ(vµ) : σ(ντ); 1 : 1.04 : 1.06 (for Z=N nuclei),

see (1). In any case would be interesting to see,

Too small to measure in direct expts?

And for radiative corrections to index of refraction

see (2)

Unexplored corner of the Standard Model–window

on new physics?



Neutrino Technology

The promise of a light-weight, perhaps mobile,

ν detector

From (3)

Inspired our patent application of 1982

(EP 0 102 398 B1)





• Reactor monitoring

• Geological exploration

Mobility would allow tomography of reactor accident

sites, oil bearing formations...



Difficulties:

• Not at a reactor–rates lower than in table

• Backgrounds:

Solar ν’s (since Coh. Scat. sees ν,ν̄ equally)

Whole earth ν̄’s. But perhaps local variations de-

tectable

Need studies of possible ν signal of interesting

geological formations.



Fantasy

Extragalactic Neutrino Burst Detector (see 4)

Consider SN rates from different distances

Milky Way Starburst Galaxies Virgo Cluster

10 kpc 4 Mpc 10 Mpc

1/100 yrs 1/1 yr 1/wk

Defining a ‘ good event’ as 100 scatters in one sec,

with coherent scattering one needs

10 kpc 4 Mpc 10 Mpc

10 Tons 1.6 MT 10MT

Not unthinkable



Main problem:

Background: 100 evts in 1 sec quite possible with

MT’s of ordinary material

For only one false SN per year need high purity:

4 Mpc 12 Mpc

1.6 MT 10 MT

10−2kg/day 10−3kg/day

So need MT’s of purified material...prohibitive?



BUT
Two-channel readout

A new development in last decade with Dark Matter

detectors.

One is looking for nuclear recoils, main backgrounds

are e, γ’s

But e, γ’s can be distinguished: e.g. by high light or

ionization output, pulse shape, timing ...

In CRESST we use scintillation light

With neutron source Without neutron source

From (5)



This and similiar 2-channel separations are working

down to Erecoil ∼ few keV . Can this or others work

down to 10’s or 100’s of eV?.

But note: SN ν (30 MeV) lead to recoils(3) like that

in present DM work



If so great benefits :

• Purity requirements for Extragalactic Detector

greatly reduced

• For mobile detector applications, intrinsic back-

ground rejection reduces shielding needed



For any of these real or fantasy ideas,

Verification and study of Coherent Scattering is needed.

If possible with internal background rejection, as

with the 2-channel method.

Good LUCK
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